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Abstract: 

Berne’s idea of the therapist-as-Martian - a way of paying attention that involves the familiar 
becoming strange - is central to his conception and development of Transactional Analysis. Martian 
is important not least because it provides a desirable protection for the therapist’s emotional life: 
our conference theme is resilience.

That Berne's concept should have been treated with such economy in the literature since his death 
is truly remarkable. Indeed looking through some recent TA books one could be forgiven for 
thinking Martian has become foreign to TA, alien! 

This workshop returns us to Berne’s Martian through a discussion of his key texts. We begin by 
familiarising ourselves with Martian culture - the better to understand Berne's Martian therapist.
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Martian poets, writers, artists, composers

Martian poetry was a minor movement in British poetry in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
The term comes from Craig Raine's poem, A Martian Sends a Postcard Home, 1979.
The poem's about a visiting Martian who describes human life to friends and family back home. 
Just like Berne's Mario they, "tells it as it is." In these postcards our everyday life is transformed.

Georges Perec (1936-82) cultivated a similar attitude when he came to write about human life - the 
ordinary, the everyday, the habitual, the banal, the obvious. It wasn't the extraordinary that 
interested him but the ordinary and the infraordinary - that which lies below the threshold of 
noticeability. A good introduction to Perec's work is his book, Species of Spaces and Other Pieces.

I want to claim the Earth Studies by the Boyle Family for our Martian art gallery. These pictures 
involve the meticulous re-creation in paint, resin and fibreglass of randomly chosen areas of the 
Earth's surface. We also looked at Pieter Bruegel's Fall of Icarus, c. 1558, and read a verse from 
W. H. Auden's poem, Musée des Beaux Arts, 1938.

We can claim 4′33″ by the North American composer John Cage for our Academy of Martian 
Music. 4'33" is a three-movement piece composed in 1952 with a very simple score: it tells the 
performer not to play their instrument. This is not a silent work, however, since a performance is 
made up of sounds not produced by the performers - sounds we usually disregard as noise. What 



we can hear when nothing is played is the humdrum, the banal, the everyday - and to use Perec's 
term - the infraordinary

We spent time providing a close reading sections in Berne's key books. We established 
'Martian' was central to his foundation and development of TA.

If Berne's Martian therapist was to send a postcard he might write:
Don't structure your listening - hear flatly - give equal notice to everything 
Don't try to understand as your preconceptions and expectations will distract you
Listen to what is said, not meant
Every client is a new apprenticeship 
Martian might be Eros, the motor force of psychotherapy
Martian has to be properly learned

Notes on Martian and its Fate in TA

Martian is not developed by subsequent TA writers. Indeed, Martian seems to be quickly left 
behind, forgotten, as writers rush to emphasise intuition, empathy, problem solving, knowledge.

No writers develop Pam Levin's observation that Martian is a fabulous habit.

Souvenir
Conscious, structured knowledge often stands in the way of change. Martian invites us to consider 
therapy as involving not a move into consciousness or understanding but into speech - speech that 
must be heard, according to Berne, not by Earthians but Martians

From our discussion a list of Martian FAQs was generated:
- is training available?
- how do I know when I'm a Martian?
- how long am I Martian for?
- am I Martian with every client in every session?
- am I still Martian when clients get upset?
- Earthian or Martian, that's the only choice?
- do you have to be a Martian to be a therapist?
- do Martian therapists have empathy?

We invite answers! 
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